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About This Game

World of Tea - a game where you have to take on the role of a teapot, and pour as much boiling water in the cups, while not
spilling a single drop on the ground. Do not think that everything will be so simple. Not everyone can hold the cup in one place,

so you have to get into the moving cups.
Feel like a sniper for fun music and dial as much as possible!
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Title: World of Tea
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Nekyau Games
Publisher:
Nekyau
Release Date: 14 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel celeron

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 480

Storage: 120 MB available space
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Sadly, a abandoned game that had some potential. Not worth the time in the state its been left in..... Doctor, thanks!. Really high
quality!. A fairly nice interactive fiction game set in a space mecha warfare backdrop. The game is not really about mechas,
though--it's about your choices and how you interact with a small set of characters. I really liked that, because it meant you
could actually care (or not) about them.

Your choices offer you some semblance of RPG character development--developing your piloting, tactics, willpower or
leadership. The choices really matter in the sense that you could see totally different outcomes depending on what you've done.
Some characters can die or live depending on what you do. However, the actual acts are always the same (with differences in the
details).

The game is short, which I actually quite liked--it felt quite the right length, neither stretched nor cut short. I finished my first
run in ~3-4 hours. The 2nd run was done in 1 hour or so, since I only had to read the different scenes where I'd taken different
actions.

Overall, I recommend this game if you're a fan of fiction or interactive fiction. It's fun.. It's a simple game that encloses the
field with lines and acquires the territory. If you know the old game, explain that it is a substream of "Qix" and "Gals Panic".
However, this game is less contrived than these games.
First, since the acquired area is always calculated as a percentage of the rectangle of the whole field, it is irrelevant to the
silhouette of the girl who is the object of capture.
Therefore, all the stages will capture with the same procedure.
Second, the area to acquire is the narrower of the field that devided by line.
The placement of enemies is not taken into consideration.
Therefore, "99% clear" which was possible with "Qix" is impossible.
This limitation makes it a simple task of not playing the game's game.
. I saw this game on YouTube and loved watching it already so i got it for myself and its really nice even in singleplayer, no
friends of mine bought the game yet but im hyped to play multiplayer when more people get the game. If you like board games
like monopoly, game of life, business tour etc. this game is for you but its more complex and might be confusing in the
beginning. I have only one critique which is the game length. 10/20/30 weeks is ok but I'd love to manually choose how long the
round lasts and please add a possibility against the crime wave. There are probably updates coming with more content so I'm
looking forward to that. Go on like that Porcelain Fortress :D.
Byeeeee

(If someone wants to play together hmu ^^)
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This is a good program and I have it both on pc and on my N3DS and retrobits for dsi however as the only real con I have, there
is no way to sync systems and you cannot login to an account on another system. Each account seems local to the system which
is really annoying me. I'd love it if cinemax added a login feature with a password so I can have my cloud library on both my pc
and n3ds and listen between both so i can make stuff while im out or something then put into cloud from my ds then alter on pc
or just have it both in the same library so I don't come under two names and can listen to my own songs on both devices. This is
really griping me.

But the software itself is great, not too expensive and has a good owner, some great inbuilt demo songs and ccommunity features
and quite powerful for something coded in unity.
I must like it for buying it 3 times.
i want to buy one of the expansions however I will only do that if there is a login feature and can sync between devices.. Had a
lot of fun with this game, everything works and looks good id put this up with arizona, the sniping mission was great. Great
choice at the sale price.. This puzzle game is tougher than woodpecker lips bub.. Graphics/Story 10/10

Jump delay needs to be fixed asap. Physics overall 7/10

Some parts you are literally blindly walking around in the dark; not scary, just annoying. Running abitrarily from enemy. Lots of
backtracking 5/10

Repeatedly crashed at the end.

Hopefully an update will address some issues. Giving it a reco anyway.. Take Clash Royale and make it 10x better :). The silliest
Serious Sam game I've played.. bad for multiplayer
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